
 

      1.  Complete name of the enterprise/company 

  Public Joint Stock Company «Uzhgorodsky Turbogaz» 
 
      2.  Name, surname and position of the managing director of the 
      enterprise/company 

      Chairman of the Supervisory Board - Bulich Yurij Vasilyevich, Director – 

      Kachur Michael Vasilyevich 

      3. Contact data of the enterprise/company and of the person authorized to 
 work with foreign partners (postal address, e-mail, telephone/fax) 
 Factory post address: 88000, Uzhgorod, Bolharskaya str., 3; contact person - 
 Labik Vitaly Volodymirovich, marketing manager, phone: 8(0312) 66-05-60, e-
 mail:   marketing@turbogaz.com 

 

4. Enterprise/company profile 

 PJSC "Uzhgorodsky Turbogaz"  created in 1976 is a leading manufacturer of 
equipment for the oil and gas industry, specializing in the production of 
equipment for extraction, processing, treatment, transportation and storage of oil 
and gas, items of commercial accounting of gas flow, power equipment of 
compressor stations, electrical isolation and electrochemical protection of 
pipelines and power equipment and spare parts for gas stations. The company is 
successfully developing casting direction, making products for the mining and 
processing plants and equipment for crushing and pumping equipment. 
Production of PJSC "Uzhgorodsky Turbogaz" for decades has been successfully 
used on gas producing facilities, gas transportation, oil and steel plants in 
Ukraine, Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan and several 
other states. 

5. If the enterprise/company already exports to foreign markets? Which 

 products/services? 

     The company has been exporting to the Republic of Kazakhstan (equipment for 

the transportation and storage of oil and gas - quick-change flange constriction 

devices, power equipment, and spare parts for gas plants - comprehensive air 

cleaning devices), Russia (equipment for extraction, processing and treatment, 

transportation and storage of oil and gas - shutoff valves and quick-change 

flange constriction devices), Belarus (equipment for mining, processing and 

treatment, transportation and storage of oil and gas - adjustable choke (ШР-12).  

 

6. What regions (countries) are of particular interest for your enterprise/ 

 company regarding exports operations? Which products/ services your 

 enterprise/company is ready to export? 

 

 PJSC "Uzhgorodsky Turbogaz" will consider cooperation with Europe, and the 

 Middle East for the purpouse of  supplying  goods and services   to repair                    

 equipment for oil and gas,  mechanical engineering and mining industries, 

 foundry products, lease services. 
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7. What infrastructure or investment projects, tenders abroad are of particular 

 interest for the enterprise/company regarding your participation? 

    Oil and gas, mechanical engineering, mining and energy sectors of economy; 

    lease services. 

 

 

 

 


